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The Clinlab Difference
Not all lab systems are the same. We excel in a number of vital areas that make a big
difference in the ease of use and needed capabilities of the modern lab.
Interfaces
All Clinlab instrument interfaces are automatic and real time. There is no manual
selecting, downloading, or uploading by a tech and we support auto-validation on many
of our interfaces.
EMR Packages Interface (Optional)
Clinlab interfaces to the majority of the most popular systems. Your results can go
directly into your EMR for an improved patient record and to fulfill the upcoming
requirements placed upon practices by the federal government.
Web Order Entry/View Results (Optional)
Our web outreach capabilities are comparable to external systems costing 10 times more
and are completely integrated into your laboratory system. The package contains result
graphing, history, and cumulative capabilities.
Report Routing (Included)
Our software will automatically route reports to the appropriate physicians and additional
locations can be added on the fly at order entry time. No longer will additional copies
have to me manually printed and sent to a 3rd or 4th provider. Any report can be printed
or faxed automatically to an unlimited number of destinations.
Expedite Printing (Included)
Our Expedite printing system delivers the report it the instant results are completed and
approved by your technologists.
Test Aliasing and Insurance Routing (Included)
Are you tired of manually determining where to send a sample based on the patients
insurance? You will no longer need to do that with our routing system. When you order a
test, the system takes a generic name, then translates it based on the insurance
requirements and routes it to the appropriate lab as required by the patient’s insurance.
Result Entry (Included)
In addition to results being automatically entered into Clinlab by the instrument
interfaces, we also support data entry with validation and two forms of advanced delta
checking. Results can be entered by sample number, patient lookup, and programmed
Work Chart. Answers are colorized white, yellow or red to quickly inform your techs of
critical values.
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In addition, we support one result to multiple samples for batching results that would
normally be tedious work, now simplified (e.g. result the following test for samples
marked as NEGATIVE)
Table Driven to be Flexible (Included)
Almost all of Clinlab is table driven. That means you pick the options you want to use
and the selections that apply to your lab. You no longer have to pick through phrases,
comments or test that just do not apply to your lab. You can also add any new ones that
come up.
Predetermination of Benefits (Included)
Clinlab verifies tests ordered against a medical necessity database to ensure the patient is
authorized for the testing based on the diagnosis given. If not, then the system prints an
ABN form in English or Spanish for the patient to sign.
Quality Control (Included)
Clinab supports the Westgard Rules validation of Quality Control samples and allows for
the creation of your own standards when needed.
Security (Included)
We offer 9 levels of menu access security, tied in with test view level security. In addition
users can be restricted access to patient records based on provider and/or location.
Reporting (Included)
Patient reports can be completely customized to your needs. We have completed reports
varying from a standard single page report to color 3 page health fair reports that even
suggest ways to improve your health. Capabilities are limited only by your imagination.
We utilize an ad-hoc report generation system that allow you to write your own reports
that can be customized to your needs.
Recent Draws (Included)
When ordering tests on a patient, a list of all recent collections are displayed on screen to
help you identify duplicate orders and/or testing that may be more frequent that allowed
by insurance carriers.
Easy Lookup system. (Included)
Lookups in Clinab are easy, simply start typing the patient number or patient name in the
lookup window. The system automatically finds matches as you type and allows you to
quickly select the patient or data you are looking for without typing entire names or
numbers.
Automated Interfaces to Reference Labs (Optional)
Clinlab supports interfaces to all major reference labs and can provide an interface to any
system with that capability. These can be “order and results” or “results only”.
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